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$0. INTRODUCTION 
IF Y AND Ware manifolds and F, G are foliations of V and W respectively, then the pair 
(V, F) is topologicalfy equivalent to (W, G) if there exists a homeomorphism h : V-t W, which 
takes leaves of F onto leaves of G. F is called a Reeb foliation of V if both V and Fare 
orientable, each leaf of F in the interior of Y is homeomorphic to R”-’ (where n is the 
dimension of V) and if 8 V + 4, then each component of d V is a leaf of F homeomorphic to 
the torus T”-‘. The authors have proved that the compact connected 3-manifolds which 
admit Reeb foliations are T3, D’ x S’ and T2 x I [see 71. Novikov has proved that all 
Reeb foliations of D’ x S’ are topolo;ically equivalent to the Reeb component [4, 71. 
G. Chatelet and H. Rosenberg have classified Reeb foliations of T2 xf[l]. In this paper, 
we shall classify the Reeb foliations of T3 which are of class C2. 
It is a classical theorem of Denjoy that a closed 2-manifold together with a Reeb 
foliation is topologically equivalent to a linear irrational flow on T2, provided the foliation 
is of class C2 [2]. Denjoy also gave an example of a C’ Reeb foliation of T’ which is not 
equivalent to a linear foliation. The proof of Denjoy’s theorem is roughly as follows: given 
a Reeb foliation F of T2, one can easily find a vector field X on T2 which is tangent to the 
leaves of F and never zero. Next one finds a smooth embeddingf: S’ -+ T2 which is every- 
where transverse to F, and such that every leaf of F meets C =f(S’). Then the orbits of X 
define a homeomorphism h : C--f C as follows: for x E C, h(x) = the first point of return 
of the positive orbit of X with C. Clearly h is of class C’ if Fis of class C’, and the topological 
type of F is determined by the topological conjugacy class of h. Then Denjoy proved that a 
C2-diffeomorphism of S’, without periodic points, is topologically equivalent to an irrational 
rotation. 
Let a and b be real numbers and F be the foliation of R3 whose leaves are the hyper- 
planes parallel to the plane spanned by the vectors (1, u, 0) and (1, 0, 6). Then F induces a 
foliation of T3 which we denote by F(u, 6). It is not hard to see that F(a, b) is a Reeb 
foliation of T3 if and only if a and b are linearly independent over Z. Our main result is: 
THEOREM 1. Let V be u closed 3munifoId and F be a Reeb foliation of V of class C’. 
Then there exist real nrtmbers a and b such that (V, F) is topologiculy eqlkulent to 
(T3, F(u, b)). 
It has been brought to the attention of the first author of this paper by Alain Chenciner, 
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that the proof of Theorem 6 of [6] is incomplete: the possibility of a separatrice of a par- 
ticu!ar saddle point being “entering” was not considered. Consequently, an Appendix to 
this paper has been written by H. Rosenberg which proves Theorem 6 of [6]. This proof is, 
we believe, clearer than that given in [6]. The techniques in this proof are used to prove 
Theorem 1. 
We will now sketch the proof of Theorem 1. It has already been proved that V is 
diffeomorphic to T’ under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 (Theorem 3 of [6]); therefore it 
suffices to prove the theorem for Reeb foliations of T 3. The main part of the proof consists 
in finding a vector field X satisfying: 
(1) X is transverse to Fat each point, 
(2) All the integral curves of X are periodic and of the same period, 
(3) X is of class C’. 
Assuming the existence of such a field X we see that T3 fibres over T’ with fibre S’; 
one identifies the orbits of X to a point. The foliation F is transverse to the fibres, therefore 
the topological type of F is determined by the representation of x,(T’) in Diff (S’) defined 
by the holonomy of F. Since F is a Recb foliation, this representation is particularly simple. 
Let x and y be generators of xI(TZ) and f and 9 the associated C2-diFeomorphisms of S’. 
Then f and g have no periodic points and commute, since XY = yx. Since f is of class C’, 
there exists a homeomorphism 12 : S’ + S’ such that hfh-’ = R(a), where R(a) denotes the 
rotation of S’ by u, for some irrational number, a. Also fg = gh implies hgh-’ = R(b), for 
some irrational number b. Then F is topologically conjugate to F(u, b). 
As a guide to the construction of X, we make the following remarks: let a and b be 
linearly independent over Z, T, = T’x{O} c T3 and T, = T’x{O)xT’ c T3. By T”we mean 
RK/Z”, and we shall often write x E R/Z when x E R. Thus Tl = T’x{O) really means 
T’x{[O]} where [O] E R/Z is the equivalence class containing 0. Clearly Tl and T, are 
transverse to the foliation F(u, 6) and the intersection of the leaves of F(u, b) with T, and T, 
are irrational flows, denoted by F(u) and F(b) respectively. Let C be the circle Tl n T2; C is 
transverse to F(u) and F(b) and the successive intersections of F(u) with C define a diffeo- 
morphism of C which is rotation by an angle a. Similarly, the first time of return of a leaf 
of F(b) with C defines a rotation R(b) of C. If one cuts T3 by T, u T, , one obtains a mani- 
fold M with corners, homeomorphic to S’ x D’, and the induced foliation of M defined 
by F(u, b) is equivalent to the foliation of S’ x D” whose leaves are (8) x D2 for 0 ES’. 
Now if F is a Reeb foliation of T3, we shall see that F behaves similarly with respect 
to Tl and T2. 
$1. TRANSVERSE TORI 
THEOREM 1.1. Let V be a 3-manifold and F an orientable foliation of V, of class C2, 
such that each leaf of F is homeomorphic to R2. Let T c V be diffeomorphic to T2 and suppose 
i : T c V induces an injection of n,(T) to x1( I’). Then T is isotopic to a torus T, in V SUCII that 
T, is transverse to F, and the foliation F r\ T, of T, , is topologicully an irrutionui,fiow, 
Proof. By a small isotopy of T, one can assume T is in general position with respect 
to F. Then there are a finite number of points on T where F is tangent to T and each such 
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point is a centre or saddle point. Also, by a small isotopy, one can ensure that no two points 
of contact on Tare on the same leaf of F. Let G be the foliation (which may have singu- 
larities) of T induced by F. If G has no singularities then F is transverse to T. In this case, G 
can have no compact leaves C since C lvould be a generator of n,(T) which is zero in rrr( V), 
i.e. the leaf L of F containing C is homeomorphic to R’ so C is null homotopic in L. There- 
fore, by Denjoy’s theorem, G is topologically equivalent to an irrational flow. Thus it 
suffices to prove T is isotopic to a torus T, which is transverse co F. By the Hopf index 
formula, the number of centres of G is equal to the number of saddle points of G. Suppose 
p is a centre of G. The leaves of G near p are circles and each such circle bounds a disk D 
on T, containing p. Let H = {C’C is a circ!e leaf of G which bounds a disk D on T such that 
p E D and a!! the other leaves in D are homeomorphic to S’>. By 2.6 of [7], the boundary 
of H is a figure eight (i.e. the join of tvvo circles), or a simple closed curve. If dH is a figure 
eight then it consists of three leaves of G: a saddle point, and two leaves hom~omorphic to 
R. If dH is a simple closed curve, then it consists of two leaves of G: a saddle point and a 
leaf homeomorphic to R. We shall now show there exists a centre p’ of G, such that the 
boundary of the H’, associated to p’, is a simpie closed curve. Suppose that for a centre p 
of G, we have 8H equal to a figure eight. Then the leaves of G which are near to dH and 
disjoint from H, are simple closed curves, since the foliation F has no holonomy. Let C be 
a simple closed curve of G, such that C is near ?H, C $ H, and there are no singularities of 
G between C and the circle of 2H to which C is near. Since C bounds a disk on its leaf of F, 
and x,(T)-+ xl(V) is injective, we know C bounds a disk D c T. If D has exactly one 
singularity p’ of G in its interior. then p’ is the centre desired, since the boundary of the H’ 
associated top’ is the simple closed curve of ZH to which C is near. If D contains more 
than one singularity of G, then D contains a saddle point and an easy inductive argument 
on the number of saddle points in D, proves the existence of a centre p’ and saddle point q’, 
which have the desired property-. 
Now suppose p is a centre such that dH is a simple closed curve containing a saddle 
point q. Let C(t) be a parametrization of H u dH, such that: C(0) = p, C(t) is a simple 
closed curve of G, for 0 < t < 1, C(1) = ZH, and C(t) varies continuously with t. Let D(f) 
be the disk in L(C(t)) (the leaf of F containing C(t)), whose boundary is C(t), and let E(t) 
be the disk on T with boundary C(t). 
If D(1) n T = C(l), then D(1) u E(l) is an embedded sphere in V and by Theorem 2 
of the Appendix, we conclude D( 1) u E(l) bounds a ball D in V. The interior of B is disjoint 
from T, for if this were not the case, vve would have T c B. But B is homeomorphic to D’, 
and any embedding of T’ in 0’ has a non trivia! kerna! on rrl(TZ), which contradicts the 
hypothesis nl(T) --f xI(V’) is injective. Therefore (int B) n T = 0. Now, one displaces E(1) 
across the ball B to D(l), to eliminate the singularities p and q (Theorem 6 of [6]). Then T 
is isotopic to a torus with two fewer singularities and the result follows by induction on the 
number of singularities. 
Now it suffices to consider the case D(l) n T # C(l). We know T is transverse to D(1) 
except at q, since a!! the singularities of G are on distinct leaves of F. Let rl, . . , xk be the 
circles of intersection in T n D( 1). It is possible that there is a figure eight in G containing q 
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and that this figure eight is contained in D(1); let xi be the component of this figure eight, 
so that x1 u C(l) is the figure eight. Then rI, . . , zt are smooth simple closed curves in 
the interior of D(1). Assume the labelling is such that zl. bounds a disk D in D(1) and the 
interior of D contains no other ri. Since x2 is null homotopic in V we know that z2 bounds 
a disk E in 7’. Suppose c(~ = C(t), for 0 < t < 1. Then D u E(t) bounds the ball B = u {D(s)/ 
0 I s 5 t> (see Lemma 1 of Appendix), and by an isotopy of E(t) across this ball to D, we 
can remove the curve x2 from D(l), without changing G. So we can suppose x(2 + C(t), for 
all t E (0, I). By Theorem 2 of the Appendix, we know E u D bounds a ball B in I/. Clearly, 
int B n T = 0, since, otherwise T c B and X,(T) --+ xi(V) would not be injective. If 
E(1) n E = 0, then by an isotopy of E across B to D, we can remove ~1~ from D(1) without 
increasing the number of singularities in G. More precisely, let D’ be a disk embedded in B, 
such that dD’ = x2, D’ is transverse to F except at one centre p’ E int D’, D’ u (T - E) is 
a smooth manifold. Then E is isotopic to D’, in B, by an isotopy leaving u2 fixed, and now 
one can slide D’ across D( 1) to remove rll . Now suppose E(1) n E # 0. Then E( 1) c E, 
and, using the same D’ as above, we see that T is isotopic to T’ = D’ u (T-E). Since p and q 
belonged to E(l), we see that T’ has at least one less singularity than r, so by induction we 
can assume all the curves uz, . . . , CQ have been removed from D(l), so that D(1) n T = 
C(1) u ui. Of course, if there is no such ~[i then we are in a case considered previously and 
p and q can be eliminated; so we can assume z1 exists. Let E be the disk on T bounded by 
CQ. Let C be a smooth simple closed curve in int E and in G, such that there are no singu- 
larities of G between CL~ and C. Let E’ be the disk in E bounded by C and let D’ be the disk 
in L(C) with boundary C. Since T n D( 1) = c(i u C(l), we can choose C close enough to q 
so that D’ n T = C. Then D’ u E’ bounds a ball B’ in V whose interior is disjoint from 7’. 
If E’ contains more than one singularity of G then by an isotopy of E’ across B’ to D’, 
we can replace T by a torus T’, isotopic to T and havin, 0 fewer singularities. If E’ contains 
exactly one singularity p’ then by an isotopy of T, one can eliminate the singularities p’ and q, 
(Appendix). This completes the proof of 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F be an orientable C2 foliation of a 3-manifold V andsuppose A c V 
is diffeomorphic to S’ x I, with A n d V = aA. Assume the interior of V is foliated by planes 
and A is transverse to Fin a neighborhood of dA. If i : A c V induces an injection i, : n,(A) -+ 
n,(V), then A is isotopic to an annulus A, c V such that A, is transverse to F, A, n 8 V = aA, 
and A = A, in a neighborhood of aA. 
Proof. The proof of 1.2 is analogous to the proof of 1.1; one puts A into general 
position with respect to F and one eliminates the singularities. Since A is transverse to F 
in a neighborhood of aA, the isotopy will be fixed in a neighborhood of aA. 
52. CONSTRUcTION OF x 
Now suppose that V = T3 and F is an orientable C2-foliation of V by planes. The 
torus r, = Px(O} c V has the property that i : T, c V, induces an injection idt : ~~(7’~) + 
7c,( V). Therefore, by 1 .l, Ti is isotopic to a torus E,, which is transverse to F and F n E, 
is topologically conjugate to an irrational flow. There is a diffeomorphism f: V -+ V such 
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that f(T,) = E,, so we may as well assume TL is transverse to F. Let IV be the manifold 
obtained by cuiting C’ along Tl : W’= T” x I and F induces a foliation Fl of ir’ which is 
transverse to ?Ct’ and invariant under the identifications (x, 0) = (x, 1) for x E T’. Since 
the intersection of a leaf of F with TI is the disjoint union of closed submanifo!ds of R’, each 
of which is homeomorphic to R, the lzaves of ?-I in the interior of IV ar2 homeomorphic 
to R”. 
Let C be the circle S’x((0, 0)) of Tk and H, = Fl n T, = the foliation of Tl induced by 
the intersection of the leaves of F with L,. Since H, is topologically an irrational flow, C is 
isotopic to a simple closed curve C, on TI which is transverse to H,. This is the ?-dimsnsional 
version of 1.1; one puis C into general position with resp-ct to H, and eliminatzs the singu- 
larities; this works because C is a generator of rc.,(T,). Thereforr, we can assume C is 
transverse to Fl. 
Let ,4 = S’ x (0; x I c E’. Since Fl is invariant undzr the identifications (x, 0) = (x, I) 
for x E T’, we know that ?,4 is transvzrse to F,. Now by 1.2, we conclude ii is isotopic to 
an annulus A, which is transverse to F, and .1 = ,-I, in a neighborhood of 5,-l. Norice that 
the isotopy from ‘-1 to .+I, takes place in th2 interior of VV, so that ,4, n 8 IY = C u (5’ x (0,l))) 
There is a diffeomorphism g : bV -+ W, which is the identity in a neighborhood of ?LV and 
such that g(,4,) = A. Therefore we can assume A is transverse to F,. 
Now cut W along A to obtain a manifold M = S’ x I x I with corners. The foliation 
FL of CVinduces a foliation Fz of ;bf which is transverse to T = i-M. Clearly the corners of T 
can be smoothed so that Fz induces a C’-foliation Hz of T. We claim all the leaves of H, 
are homeomorphic to S’. Suppose this lvere not the case. Since FI has no holonomy, it 
follows that ali the leaves of Hz are homeomorphic to R. Let C, = (0) x S(I x I) c T. As Eve 
remarked earlier, C, is isotopic to a curve C, on T, which is transverse to H, Hou;2ver, C, 
bounds a disk D in icf which implies F2. (consequently F) has a leaf with non zero holonomy, 
by Haefliger’s theorem [see 31. This is a contradiction, therefore ail the leaves of Hz are 
homeomorphic to S’. 
Next we observe that the foliation F7 of M is topologically equivalent to th- foliation 
of S’ x D’ whose leaves are (0) x D’ for 0 E S’. To see this, let C be a leaf ofHl and let L 
be the leaf of Fcontaining C. Since C is a simple c!osed curve and L is homeomorphic to R”, 
C bounds a disk D c L. After choosing a minimal curve in (int D) n T vie can assume 
D n T = C. Now T separates T3 into l-connected components, M and a manifold which 
we shall call B (B is a regular neighborhood of TI u TJ. We claim that D c _Cf for if this 
were not the case, then D c B. However, by the Reeb stability theorem [5], all the leaves 
of the foliation F n B of B would be homeomorphic to D and B would then be homeomor- 
phic to D2 x S’, which is not the case (in fact, as easy application of Van Kampen’s theorem 
shows that T3 cannot be expressed as the union of two solid torij. Thus we have D c M 
and by the Reeb stability theorem, all the leaves of F2 are homeomorphic to D and F2 is 
topologically equivalent to the foliation {f?} x D’ of S’ x D’. 
Now we can construct a vector field X on T3, transverse to F, of class C’, and having 
all orbits periodic, of the same period. First we construct X on L, = T’ x {O} so that 
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C = S’ x ((0, 0)) is an orbit. Let X be a C’ vector field defined on a neighborhood N of C 
on TI such that: C is an orbit of S, 211 the orbits of X are of period one. If N is sufficiently 
small, X is transverse to Fin iv, since C is transverse to F. Now let Y be any C2-vector field 
on TI such that Y = X in some neighborhood of C. The foliation F n T, is topologically a 
linear irrational flow; therefore, when one cuts T, along C one obtains S’ x I and the 
foliation induced on S’ x I by F n T, is topologically {O) x I, for 0 E S’. Using this fact, 
the reader can modify Y to obtain a C’-vector field Y, on Tl such that YI = X in a (possibly 
smaller) neighborhood of C. all the orbits of Y, are periodic, and Y, is transverse to F n Tl. 
Clearly, one can reparametrize YI to obtain a vector field X on Tl with all the orbits of 
period one. 
Now extend X to a tubular neighborhood r(T,) of TI so that all the orbits of X are 
periodic, of period one, X is transverse to F, and X is tangent to T2 n r(T,). Since T2 n F 
is an irrational flow, we can extend X to T2 by the same technique used to define X on T,, 
so that X has the desired properties. Then extend X to a tubular neighborhood ~(7’~) of T2 
so that X is well defined on ~(7’~) n ~(7’~). This gives a C2-vector field X defined in a regular 
neighborhood B = r(T,) u 7(TJ of TI u T2, with all the orbits of period one, transverse 
to F, and tangent to 8s. 
Recall that by cutting V along T, u T2 we obtained a manifold M homeomorphic to 
S’ x I x I and the foliation F2 of M induced by F, is topologica!ly equivalent to the folia- 
tion of S’ x I x I whose leaves are {O} x I x I for 0 E S’. Thus to extend X to V it suffices 
to extend X to M, given that X is defined on a neighborhood of T = 2M in M, to have the 
desired properties. This is done as follows: let Y be any Cl-field on M such that Y = X 
in a neighborhood of T and Y is transverse to F, Let D be any leaf of F2; D is homeo- 
morphic to D2. Clearly D is a cross section for the vector field Y since F2 is equivalent to the 
trivial foliation of M. Thus, for each x E D, there exists a smallest positive t(x) such that 
Pi&) E D, and %4 = 4 & ) Y is a diffeomorphism of D which is the identity in a neigh- 
borhood of ZD; cp,(x) denotes the integral curves of Y. Since h is isotopic to the identity 
diffeomorphism of D, it is an easy matter to modify Yin a tubular neighborhood of D in M, 
to obtain a vector field Y, having all its orbits periodic and transverse to F, . Finally X is 
obtained by reparamitrizing Y, so that all the orbits have period one. This completes the 
construction of X. 
$3. EQWVALENCE OF F AND F(a,b) 
Henceforth, we assume F is a C’-Reeb foliation of V = T3 and X is a C2-vector field 
on V, transverse to F, and all the orbits of X are periodic and of period one. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists ajibration B of V ouer T2, rrhosefibres are the orbits of X, 
and with structural group Diff(S’), with the discrete topology. 
Proof. Let V/X denote the orbit space of X and p : V + V/X the canonical projection. 
Let x E I/ and X(x) denote the orbit of X passing by x. Since the periods of X are equal, 
there exists a disc D(x) containin g .y, such that D(x) c L(s) = the leaf of F containing x, 
and the union of the orbits of X intersecting D(x), form a tubular neighborhood W(x) of 
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X(X), diffeomorphic to D(x) x S', such that D(X) x {U), for 8 E Si, is contained in a leaf of F. 
Since Y is compact, a finite number of such neighborhoods cover I’ : @‘(xi), . . . , w(xk). 
We define a differential structure on V/X as follows: cover y,‘.U by the open sets 
bj = p( E’(.yj)) and let Ilj : d, + D(,rj) be the homeomorphism: 
It is easy to cheek that the change of coordinates is differentiable, and thatp : V-t VjX 
is a fibre bundle with fibre S’. By the homotopy exact sequence of this fibration, we conclude 
x~(P’/X) = 2 32, hence V/X = T2. 
Let qi be the projection lYi Y D(sJ x S’ + S’; ‘pi induces a diKeomorphismcpi_ : n --f .S’ 
for each a E bi. If: Bi n bj + 0, the diffeomorphism ~~,,cp,~ : S’ -+ S’ is independent of 
n E ai n Dj since the lvi are the union of plagues of F. Hence the fibration has a discrete 
structural group. 
Now let B = (V, W, p, E, G) be a fibration with total space I’, base space ll’, fibre E 
and a discrete structural group G. One defines a canonical foliation F on V which is trans- 
verse to the fibres as follows: if CT c W is an open set such that p-‘(U) = Ux E, we give 
p-‘(U) the topology uhich is the product of the topology of U with the discrete topology 
of E. If U, n U, + 0, where U, and U, are charts of B, then the map U, n C, + G is 
locally constant, hence the topologies defined on p-‘(U,) and p-‘(UJ are compatible and 
define a topology 5 on V. This topology 5 defines a foliation F of P’ whose leaves are the 
connected components of r (for example, in 3.1, the two foliations of V are the same). 
For the topology 7, p is a covering map; hence one defines a characteristic homomorphism: 
x(B) : n,(lV, x,) + G, which is defined up to conjugation in G. 
We remark that (Vi, CV,, pl, F, G) and (VI, W2, p2, F, G) are G-equivalent if and only 
if they have the same characteristic homomorphism (G discrete). The equivalence of two 
such fibrations defines a conjugation of the associated foliations [see 31. 
Now, we shall analyze the characteristic homomorphism of (T3, T’/X, p, S’, Diff(S’)). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x(B): n,(T’, x0) --f Diff(S’) be tfle cfzaracteristic homomorphism 
gicen by 3.1. Then tflere exists a homeomorpfzistn h : S’ + S’ s&r that h-‘ox(n,(T’))oh is a 
free subgroup of rank two of Diff(S’), generated by rotations of S’. 
Proof. Let T,, T2, C = Tl n T2, be as in $3. We know that T, and TX are transverse 
to F and Fl = F n T,, F2 = F n T2, are equivalent to linear irrational flows. Moreover, C 
is a cross section for F1 and F2. Let p be a point of C, and to fix orientations, let Y and 2 
be any tuo non zero vector fields, tangent to Fl and F2 respectively. Let x = (ti,(p),‘O 5 t < 
t(p)}, where $l are the integral curves of Yand tfp) is the first positive t such that $,(p) E C. 
Similarly, define D = {p,(p)/0 i s < s(p)], where 11~ are the integral curves of Z. By con- 
struction, we know that r meets each orbit of Xon Tl exactly at one point, with the exception 
of C, which a meets in two points. Similarly for /I on T2. Hence p(r) = C, and p(J) = C2 
are simple closed curves on Y/X = T” which intersect at one point p(C), which vve denote 
by x,. It is easy to see that two simple closed curves on T’ which intersect at exactly one 
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point, form a system of generators of x,(7’,). Therefore, x(B) : ;r,(T’, 5,) + Oz~(S’), can 
be calculated in terms of C, and C? . By definition, we have x(B)(C,) = the diffeomorphism 
of C = S’ defined by the first time of return of the orbits of Y with C. Since FI = F n TI 
is a C’-foliation which has no closed orbits, we know by Denjoy’s theorem, that there 
exists a homeomorphism h : S’ -+ S’ such that: 
.x(B)(C,) = h- ‘R(a)h 
where R(a) denotes rotation of S’ by a, and n is some irrational number. Since s(B)(C,) and 
x(B)(C,) commute we have h(x(B)(C,))h-’ commutes with R(a). This implies h(.u(B)(C,))h-’ 
is a rotation. To see this, let g = A(x(B)(C,))h-’ and write: 
g(x) = x + P(x), 
where p(x) is a continuous map of S’ + S’. Since g R(a)(x) = R(a)g(x), we have 
/I(x) = /I(s + a) for x E S1. 
Hence : 
P(na) = p(O) for n E 2. 
Since a is irrational, the points {na/n E Z} are dense in S’ ; thus 
P(X) = p(O) for .Y E S’. 
Hence g(.x) = R(b) where b = p(O). This proves the group h-‘x(rr,(T’, x,))lz is generated by 
the rotations R(a) and R(b). Since Z has no closed orbits, we know that b is irrational. 
We observe that u and b are linearly independent over 2. For if m and n are relatively 
prime integers, mC, + nC2 can be represented by a simple closed curve y on T2. Then 
p-l(y) is a 2-torus T and F n T is topologically a linear irrational flow. Hence h-‘x(y)h is 
an irrational rotation and a and b are independent. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let pl : T3 + T2 be the fibration: p,(x, y, z) = (x, z), where 
T3 = SL x S’ x S’ and x, y, z are coordinates. Let a and b be linearly independent over 2 
and F(u, b) be the Reeb foliation defined in the introduction. Then the fibres of pl are 
transverse to F(u, b) and if B, = (T3, T’, pl, S’, Dly(S’)), the characteristic map x(B,) 
of B, has an image the subgroup of Oifs(S’) generated by R(a) and R(b). Hence x(B,) is 
conjugate to x(B) in Homeom.(S’) and there exists a homeomorphism F: T3 + T3 which 
takes leaves of F onto leaves of F(u, b). 
$4. APPENDIX 
THEOREM. Let V be u 3-dimensional manifold, not necessarily compact, and let F 
be a foliation of V by leaves homeomorphic to RZ. Asszrme F is of class C2 and transtlersally 
orientable. Then each smoothly embedded 2-sphere in V is the bowdury of a 3-ball in V. 
Proof. Let S be a smoothly embedded 2-sphere in V, which we may assume to be in 
general position with respect to F. Let G be the foliation (with singularities) of S which is 
induced by F. S and Fin general position means that G has a finite number of singularities, 
each a center or a saddle point. By a small isotopy of S, in a neighborhood of each singularity, 
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we can assume no two singularities of G are on the same leaf of F. We claim the connected 
components of L n S, for L a leaf of F are of three types: 
(1) A center of G, 
(2) A smooth simple closed curve, and 
(3) A figure eight, composed of three elements of G: a saddle point and two curves 
diffeomorphic to R. 
If this were not the case, then the PoincarbBendixon theorem implies there is a curve in G 
which spirals towards a simple closed curve C of G, or which spirals towards a figure eight 
D of G. In both cases, the leaf of F containing C or D would have a non zero holonomy 
group. But the leaves of F are simply connected, so this is impossible. 
It is clear that G contains at least two centers, since the difference between the number 
of centers and number of saddle points is two. Let p be a centre of G and Ua neighbourhood of 
p with coordinates (x,, x2 , x3) such that F n U= {(xl, x2 , x3)/x3 = constant), and /xi/ I 
1 for i = 1,2,3. In this coordinate system we can choose S so that S n U = {(x~, x2 ,x3)/x3 = 
xi2 + xz2}, and p = (0, 0, 0). Let C be the element of G defined by: C = {(x~, x2, x3)/x3 = 
XI 2 f .x22 = l}. Let D be the disk on L(C) (the leaf of F containing C) with boundary C 
and let E be the disk contained in S with boundary C such that p is in E. It is clear that 
E u D bounds a ball in V whose interior is disjoint from S. 
Let A be a 2-disk on S which containsp in its interior and is the union of elements of G, 
each of which (with the exception of p) is homeomorphic to S’. We parametrize A by C(t), 
0 I t 5 1, where C(0) = p, C(t), for t > 0, is an element of G homeomorphic to S’, C( 1) = 
aii, and C(t) varies continuously with t (naturally C(t) # C(t’) for t # t’). Each C(t), for 
t > 0, is the boundary of a unique 2-disk D(t), contained in L(C(t)). Let E(t) be the unique 
2-disk contained in A with boundary C(t). 
LEMMA 1. rf D( I) n S = C( 1) then D(I) u E( 1) bawds a ball in V equal to U{ D(t)/0 5 
t I I}. 
Proof: Choose E > 0, so that U{ D(t)/0 5 t 5 E}, is a ball and D(E) n S = C(E). Let n be 
a vector field on Y which is transverse to F and tangent to U{C(t)/e I t I I>. For each 
t E (E, l), there exists 1. > 0, and an embedding F: D2 x [t - I., t + I.] -+ V, satisfying: 
(1) F(D’ x s) = D(s), for s E [t - E., t + A], 
(2) For each x E D’, the curve: s--f F(x, s), is contained in an integral curve of n. for 
s~[t--1,tfj.l. 
The existence of such an F is a consequence of the Reeb stability theorem [3]. Intuitively, 
the integral curves of 11, lift D(t) to the disks D(s), on nearby leaves. We denote F(D2 x 
[t - 2, t + 21) by P(,l.) and call P(>.) a product neighborhood of D(t). Notice that the disks 
D(s) in P(A) are pairwise disjoint since F is an embedding. 
Now suppose t and s belong to the open interval (E, 1). If D(f) c D(s) and t < s, then 
there exists 1. > 0 such that for each s’ E [s, s + i.), there exists t’ with t’ < s’ and D(f) c 
D(d). This follows from the existence of product neighborhoods of D(s) and D(t). Similarly, 
if D(f) c D(s) and s < t, then there exists 1_ > 0 such that for each s’ E (s - i., s], there 
exists t’ with s’ < t’ and D(f) c D(s’). 
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NOW we shall prove the disks D(t) are pairwise disjoint for ; < t < 1. Assume the 
contrary: D(t) n D(s) + 0 for t, s E [E, l] and t + s. Since C(t) n C(s) = 0, we have D(t) c 
D(s) or D(s) c D(t). We can suppose D(t) c D(s). We consider the t\vo possibilities: t c s 
and s < t. 
1. t < s; then there exists j. > 0 such that for s’ E [s, s + j-1 there exists t’ with t’ < s’ and 
D(t’) c D(d). 
Let Jo be the supremum of all such numbers J. and let s, = s -I- i., . We claim s, = 1, for 
ifs, < 1, choose a product neighborhood P(E.) of D(s,). Let {xi’} be a sequence converging to 
such that si’ < s, for all i and D(si’) c PO.). There exists a sequence (t,‘) such that ti’ < si’ 
and D(ti’) c D(s,‘). After passing to subsequences, we can assume {ti’} converges to some 
number lo. Since ti’ < s, - i. for all i, we have t, < s, . Now D(ti’) n D(s,‘) + 0 for all i, so 
D(t,) n II + 0. We can not have D(t,) 3 D(s,), since this implies D(ti’) I D(s,‘) for 
sufficiently large i. Therefore D(t,) c D(s,). But t, < s, < 1, so & is not the supremum, which 
is a contradiction. Therefore s, = 1. 
Since s, = 1, there exists a sequence {s,‘} converging to 1, si’ < 1, and there exists a 
sequence {ti’) such that ti’ < si’ and D(ti’) c D(Si’). After passing to subsequences we can 
suppose {ti’} converges to t, < 1. Clearly, D(t,) n D(I) + 0 and since D(1) c D(t,) is 
impossible, we have D(t,) c D(1). But this contradicts the hypothesis: D( 1) n S = C(1); 
therefore Case 1 is impossible. 
2. s < t: then there exists i. > 0 such that for s’ E (s - 1, s], there exists t’ with s’ < t’ and 
D(t’) c D(d). Let I., by the supremum of all such J. and let s, = s - i., . By the same tech- 
niques as in Case 1, one proves s, = E and D(E) 3 D(t,) for some t, E (E, 1). This contradicts 
our choice of E so Case 2 is impossible. 
Now it is easy to construct a homeomorphism between D’ x [E, 11 and U{D(t)/e I t 5 
lj, using the orbits of n. Therefore, u{D(t)/O 4 t I 1) is a ball with boundary E(1) u D(l), 
which proves Lemma 1. 
Now suppose G has exactly two singularities p and q, both of which are necessarily 
centres. Let C(t) be a parametrization of G such that: C(0) = p, C(1) = q, C(t) is a simple 
closed curve for 0 < t < 1, C(t) n C(s) = 0 if t # s and C(t) varies continuously with t. For E 
sufficiently small, the disk D(1 - E) intersects S in precisely C(1 - E). By Lemma 1 we con- 
clude D(1 - E) u E(l - E) bounds the ball u {D(t)/0 I t 5 1 - E}. Also, if E, = the closure 
of s - E(1 - E), then E, u D(1 - E) bounds the ball u {D(t)/1 - E 5 t S l}. Since these 
balls have disjoint interiors, we conclude S bounds the ball u {D(t)/0 I t 4 l}. 
Now suppose G has more than two singularities. Since the number of centres minus the 
number of saddle points is two, there exists a saddle point and a centre. Let p1 be a centre of 
G and let C be a small circle of G on S, which is near pr, i.e. the disk E on S with boundary 
C, which contains pr, contains no other singularities. Let D be the disk S-E. Since D con- 
tains at least one saddle point, and since the separatrices of each saddle point form a figure 
eight, an easy inductive argument proves there exists a centre p in D and a saddle point q in 
D, such that the elements of G have the form indicated in Fig. 1. 
Parametrize the circles of G about p, so that C(0) = p, C(f) is a simple closed curve for 
0 < t < 1 and C(1) is homeomorphic to S’, with q E C(i). C(1) is composed of two elements 
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of G, one is 4, and the other is homeomorphic to R. For 0 < t I I. let D(t) be the disk in 
L(C(t)) Lvith boundary C(t) and let E(t) be the disk on S nith boundary C(f), which contains 
p. For E sufficiently small, cj{D(t)/ 1 - E I t 5 I} is homeomorphic to Dz x [I - E, I]. NOW 
suppose the interior of D(1) is disjoint from S. Then the same is true of D(I - E) so by 
Lemma 1, E(1 - E) u D( 1 - E) bounds the ball u{D(t)/O I t I 1 - E}. Consequently 
E(1) u D(1) bounds the ball B = u(D(t)/O 5 t 5 I} and the interior of B is disjoint from 
S. Now by an isotropy of E( 1) across B to D(l), one can cancel the singularities p and cl, to 
obtain a sphere S’ isotopic to S, which has tlvo fewer singularities; this case is treated in the 
proof of the Theorem 6 of [6]. So we can assume the interior of D(1) is not disjoint from S 
and that S intersects D( 1) transversally. Let zl, . . . , czk be the simple closed curves of D( 1) n S. 
Since 110 two singularities of G are on the same leaf of F, all except possibly one of the r’s 
contains no singularity of G3 i.e. is a smooth simp!e closed curve. Label the Cos so that yL1 is a 
smooth simple closed curve which bounds a disk D in D( 1) and Fcontains no other ai in its 
interior (so we are assuming X- > 1). Let A, and A, be the connected components of S - xl. 
Suppose xl = C(f) for some I E (0, 1). Then, by Lemma 1, D(t) u E(t) bounds the ball 
u{D(s)/O I s 5 t] and by an isotopy of E(t) across this ball to D(f) we can remove the 
intersection u1 from D( 1). Therefore, we can assume u1 # C(f) for all t E (0, 1). Let Al be the 
connected component of S - ,X~, which does not contain p and q. We assume G has m 
singularities, 111 > 2, and that the theorem is true for all embedded spheres with less than m 
singularities. Let S’ = A, u D; S’ has a corner along uI but this corner can be smoothed so 
that exactly one singularity is added to those on A,. Since p and 4 belong to A?, we con- 
clude that S’ has less than m singularities, therefore S’ bounds a ball B in V. If the interior of 
B is disjoint from S then by an isotopy of A, across B to D we can remove y1 from D(1). 
If (int B) n S f 0 then AZ c B. Since B is diffeomorphic to D3, and S is an embedded 
2-sphere in B, S bounds a ball B’ c B by SchBnflies theorem. Thus we can suppose c(~ 
can be eliminated from D( 1). (We remark that with more work, one can avoid using Schiin- 
flies theorem for R3.) Now by induction on k, we can assume all the smooth simple closed 
curves have been removed from D( 1). Then there may remain one curve r in D(1) which con- 
tains the saddle point q (this is the case we overlooked in [6]); z u C(1) is a figure eight of G, 
which is contained in L(q). Let A be the connected component of S - I which does not con- 
tain p, and let C be a smooth simple closed curve of G in A which is near a; choose C so 
close to r, so that the disk D(C) contained in L(C), with boundary C, does not intersect any 
other part of S. This is possible, since the disk D in L(cL) bounded by a, does not intersect any 
other part of S (see Fig. 2). 
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Let E(C) be the disk on A bounded by C, and let S’ = E(C) u D(C). We smooth the COT- 
ner C of S’, to introduce one centre. This new sphere has at most m - 1 singularities (since p 
and q do not belong to E(C)), therefore S’ bounds a ball B’ in V. If the interior of B’ inter- 
sects S, then S c B’ so by Schijnflies theorem, S bounds a ball in B’, hence in V (again, one 
can avoid using Schiinflies theorem by doing more work). So it s&ices to consider the case: 
(int B’) n S = 0. Then we isotope E(C) across B’ to D(C) and replace S by the sphere S, = 
(S - E(C)) u D(C). Next smooth the corner C of S, introducing exactly one singularity 
p1 on D(C) (see Fig. 3). Let SI’ denote this smoothed sphere, and E’ the disk on S,’ con- 
taining pl, with boundary u. Let D be the disk in D( 1) with boundary s(. Then D u E’bounds 
a ball B, in Y whose interior is disjoint from SI’. Now the singularities p1 and q can be 
cancelled by displacing E’ across B, to D. Thus by induction on II? we conclude S bounds a 
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